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Type 1-Distal RTA

Is characterized by failure of the distal renal
tubules to secrete the 1-3 mEq /kg/day of
dietary acid (hydrogen ion) necessary to
maintain acid-base homeostasis.

The urine cannot be maximally acidified
and new bicarbonate cannot be generated.

Chronic positive hydrogen ion imbalance
results in buffering by bone.



Type 1-Distal RTA

AD forms typically become clinically manifest in
adolescence or adulthood and are usually caused by
mutations in the SLC4A1 gene, encoding the
basolateral Cl /HCO3 exchanger (AE1).

This gene has different promoter regions and can
undergo alternative splicing, thus regulating the
expression and sequence characteristics of the
kidney and erythrocyte isoforms.

Therefore, pathogenic variants in the SLC4A1 gene
can cause dRTA and/or hemolytic anemia with red
cell morphology anomalies, also in a recessive
manner.

dRTA can	be	transmitted as either an	autosomal dominant or	autosomal recessive	trait.



AR dRTA is associated with mutations in ATP6V0A4 and

ATP6V1B1 genes encoding for the A4 and B1 subunits of

the apical H+ATPase pump, respectively.

Patients can present with early or absent/late sensorineural

hearing loss (SNHL).

Subjects without hearing defects usually carry mutations in

the ATP6V0A4 gene (except for some rare variants),

whereas those with deafness have mutations in the

ATP6V1B1 gene

Type 1-Distal RTA



Recently, recessive missense
mutations in FOXI1 gene, encoding
the transcription factor FOXI1 that
regulates a group of membrane
transport proteins in the collecting
duct, have been found in two
unrelated consanguineous families
as responsible of sensorineural
deafness and dRTA
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Showed that patients with
recessive loss-of function
mutation in FOXI1 display dRTA
and deafness with EVA, suggesting
that complete loss of FOXI1
activity induces a unique and
distinct phenotype.





We applied a next-generation
sequencing approach to 89
patients with a clinical diagnosis
of dRTA.

64 showed causative mutations (71.9%) in 1
of the 3 genes. Mutations were distributed as
follows : 9 patients presented pathogenic
variants in the SLC4A1 gene (10.1%), 30
patients had causative mutations in the
ATP6V0A4 gene (33.7%), and 25 patients
had mutations in the ATP6V1B1 gene
(28.0%).

PALAZZO et al, 2017 Kidney International (2017) 91, 1243–1255

The aim of our work was to
analyze the prevalence of genetic
defects in SLC4A1, ATP6V0A4, and
ATP6V1B1 genes and to assess the
clinical phenotype of patients that
are eventually typical of the
different genetic forms of the
disease.



PALAZZO et al, 2017 Kidney International (2017) 91, 1243–1255

In the majority of patients the clinical suspicion of dRTA arose because of failure to thrive (FTT) and

vomiting, the clinical diagnosis was confirmed with laboratory tests:

hypercloremic metabolic acidosis with a simultaneous positive urinary anion gap and inability to

maximally acidify the urine
Age at clinical diagnosis of dRTA: age of 65.2 months

in the group of patients with causative mutations.

Mean age at diagnosis:

older in the SLC4A1 gene (153.2 months) compared

with that of patients with mutations in the

ATP6V1B1 gene (13.9 months; range, 1– 60 months)

or in the ATP6V0A4 gene (28.6 months; range, 1– 360

months).
AGE OF DIAGNOSI



PALAZZO et al, 2017 Kidney International (2017) 91, 1243–1255

Surprisingly, 1 case of SNHL was reported among
patients with pathogenic variants in the SLC4A1.
92% with hearing impairment in the group of
patients with mutations in the ATP6V1B1 gene.

56.7% of SNHL in ATP6V0A4. This frequency,
although significantly lower than that found in
patients with causative mutations in the
ATP6V1B1 gene, was slightly higher than that
reported in patients with mutations in the
ATP6V0A4 gene described so far.

Nephrocalcinosis was found in 59 of 63 patients with mutations
(93.6%). No significant difference was found in the frequency of
nephrocalcinosis in the 3 groups of patients with mutations
(SLC4A1 : 100%; ATP6V0A4 : 90%; ATP6V1B1 : 96%).

DEAFNESS

NEPHROCALCINOSIS



the	largest dRTA cohort that has been genetically studied to	date,	finding a	close correlation between the	
clinical phenotype and	the	results of	genetic testing

PALAZZO et al, 2017 Kidney International (2017) 91, 1243–1255

(i) most cases of dRTA “ sporadic” (> 70%) deriving from homozygous
or compound heterozygous mutations, with a single family member
affected

(ii) mutations in the ATP6V0A4 gene are quite as frequent as mutations
in the ATP6V1B1 gene in patients with AR dRTA;

(iii) in contrast to previous observations, the association of dRTA with
early SNHL is not an absolute indicator of the underlying causal gene



Correction of the metabolic acidosis has a
number of beneficial effects:
- restores normal growth rates in children
- minimizes kidney stone formation and
nephrocalcinosis,
- diminishes calcium losses associated with
bone buffering of some of the retained acid,
thereby decreasing the risk of osteopenia

In addition, correction of the
metabolic acidosis with alkali therapy
(eg, sodium bicarbonate or sodium
citrate) reduces inappropriate
urinary potassium losses, which often
corrects the associated hypokalemia

Long-term outcome



Chronic kidney disease.	

CKD,	defined as estimated glomerular filtration rate	<90	ml/min per	1.73	m2,	was present in	31.3%	of	
patients with	pathogenic variants

This frequency,	although not significantly different compared with	that found in	patients with	negative	
results on	the	genetic screening	or	in	patients with	mutations of	unknown clinical significance is higher
than that reported so	far.	

the	largest dRTA cohort that has been genetically studied to	date,	finding a	close correlation between the	
clinical phenotype and	the	results of	genetic testing

PALAZZO et al, 2017 Kidney International (2017) 91, 1243–1255

CKD	was evident in	patients with	long-term follow-up	
(at least 15	years)	and	always after puberty.



the	largest dRTA cohort that has been genetically studied to	date,	finding a	close correlation between the	
clinical phenotype and	the	results of	genetic testing

PALAZZO et al, 2017 Kidney International (2017) 91, 1243–1255

(iv)	CKD can	occur in	patients with	a	long	history of	the	disease,	 in	
contrast to	what is reported in	the	literature



CKD occurs in patients with a long history of the disease and could be explained by the combination of nephrocalcinosis
and persistent hypokalemia, leading to progressive tubulointerstitial damage, or by kidney damage following repeated
episodes of dehydration and acute kidney injury.

In our patients CKD never occurred before adolescence
and a pubertal growth spurt, probably because of
compensatory hyperfiltration of functioning nephrons
during childhood.

This observation deserves particular attention because
it suggests that, in the absence of previous clinical
records, the diagnosis of dRTA could be missed in
young adults presenting with moderately elevated
serum creatinine levels and metabolic acidosis, as
previously anecdotally reported.

We raise the	question on	
the		“	benignity” of	the	disease



CASE 103 

ATP6V0A4
c.[2035G>T];[2035G>T]

p.[Asp679Tyr];[Asp679Tyr]

dRTA

late-onset deafness

FGFR1
c.[2107G>A];[=] 

p.[Gly703Ser];[=]

Kallman syndrome

CASR 
c.[2528C>A];[=]

p.[Ala843Glu];[=]

Bartter-like syndrome

CaSR

Surprisingly, however, she
showed hypocalcemia, and
moderate renal sodium
chloride wasting,
characteristics not described
in classical dRTA cases



CASE 106 

CRB2  
c.[1828C>T];[3089_3104dup]

p.[Arg610Trp];[Gly1036Alafs∗43]

Focal segmental glomerulosclerosis 9
(FSGS)

10	yrs:	bilateral stones with	different interventions of	ESWL	and	
URS
Diagnosis:	dRTA with	severe	nephrocalcinosis

2013	(23	yrs):	bilateral cutaneous nephrostomies
Normal stature	(180	cm),	but skeletal demineralization

No	variants	in	SLC4A1,	ATP6V1B1 or	ATP6V0A4 genes,	
neither	in	the	CA2	gene

CYP24A1
c.[428_430delAAG];[1089_1107delTCAGG

TGCCACGGGCAGAA]
p.[Glu143del];[Asn363Lysfs*3]

Infantile hypercalcemia 1
HCINF1 

Subsequently severe	proteinuria:	renal biopsy with	focal
segmental glomerulosclerosis



CONCLUSIONS

vDiscover new	genes involved in	a	phenotype ascribable to	a	well-known condition
(genetic heterogeneity)

vCharacterization of	the	molecular bases of	tubulopathies underlying the	renal
physiological mechanisms:	identification of	new	therapeutic targets.

Clinical
management 
improvement

Reduction of 
the 

diagnosis
time

Cost
reduction

CORRECT	DIAGNOSIS	AND	
APPROPRIATE	TREATMENT
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